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Emma





The main character, Emma Woodhouse, is described in the opening paragraph as ”handsome, clever, and rich” but is also rather spoiled. As a result of the recent marriage of her former governess, Emma prides herself on her ability to matchmake, and proceeds to take under her wing an illegitimate orphan, Harriet Smith, whom she hopes […]
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Pride and Prejudice





Austen’s finest comedy of manners portrays life in the genteel..
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The Dead and the Missing





A brutal international underworld. A lost girl. A PI determined to burn it all. Former private investigator Adam Park is living a quiet life of surfing and travel. But when a troubled young woman and her manipulative boyfriend disappear, Adam’s former mentor cuts that retirement short. It seems the pair stole something important from the […]
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The Lone Dragon Knight





His memories only go as far back to his days..
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The Arrival





An Epic Fantasy Romance Adventure (BirthRight Trilogy, Book 1) Bound by love, drawn by magick, happily ever after won’t come without a fight. Looking for love, four friends cast a spell. Thrust into a terrifying new world, they find themselves fighting for their lives, until help drops in. Now, alongside the Griffon Guard, they must […]
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The Novice Ghost Hunter





The creepy short story prequel to the ‘Ghost Hunter’ series of novels! Malachi Hunter’s abiding passion for the occult and supernatural has made him a loner and social misfit. Unfortunately, his lack of self-confidence has always prevented him from fulfilling his ambition to become a ghost hunter. That is until he meets Anna Spalding. In […]
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The Metronome





The Counterpoint Trilogy, Book 1 Pavel Rostin has taken too many chances. Once a promising physicist, he abandoned science for finance and risked everything on a speculative venture. Careless and rogue, he gambled with his personal relationships. As Pavel tries to pick up the pieces of his life, a call from Russia informs him that […]
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Love in a Small Town





Pine Harbour, Book 1 They should be over each other...
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The Extra





The Extra Series, Book 1 “Packed with outrageous drama, family turmoil, and the tease of a love triangle, THE EXTRA sweeps the reader into the tumultuous life of a soap opera set.” – Kelly Siskind, author of New Orleans Rush. Gabby Mays wishes she had her future figured out, like her gorgeous roommate Anna-Marie, who […]
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